
GMDC Senior Executive Conferences prove to be winners year after year 
 
In September, GMDC will celebrate the sixth anniversary of the Senior Executive Conferences 
(SECs) that were piloted at the Health and Beauty Care Marketing Conference in 2005. The SEC 
format fostered business development opportunities and consisted of 40-minute appointments 
that took place in more relaxed venues than the traditional Controlled Casual Conferences 
(CCCs), for which the association was better known. Almost 40 companies participated in the 
new initiative that raised the bar and set higher standards in the association world. 
 
Despite the ongoing economic challenges that face the businesses of today, GMDC is delighted 
to report that 60 member companies will collaborate, during the upcoming Health Beauty and 
Wellness Marketing Conference, and develop the categories and programs that are essential 
for presenting a complete Health, Beauty and Wellness shopping experience that meets the 
needs of today’s consumer. 
 
Nat Love, Vice President Drug Store, Meijer, Inc. has been involved with SECs since its inception.  
When asked what has drawn Meijer back, year after year, he simply stated, “The SEC meetings 
have proven to be an excellent forum to exchange strategies and tactics with our key vendor 
partners. We have participated in the SEC meetings every year and use them for last minute 
fourth quarter opportunities and for setting the stage for the upcoming year.” 
 
One supplier who is an advocate for the SEC format summed up his company’s experience by 
stating, “The Senior Executive Conferences (SECs) offer participating wholesalers/retailers and 
suppliers an opportunity to connect big picture initiatives by having a strategic discussion about 
their respective business partnerships which ultimately adds to the total GMDC experience. 
Ever since our first involvement with SECs six years ago, we continue to realize a major benefit 
of GMDC membership through our participation in the SEC Program.” 
 
This year, GMDC launched the SEC format at their General Merchandise (GM) Marketing 
Conference and gained traction with GM supplier members, as well as many returning 
retail/wholesale executives.  As we look to the future, GMDC has a definite winner in the SECs 
and a continuum of commitment to remain relevant in today’s evolving world at retail. 


